
WorkshopsWorkshops

Star Chasers Project India Imagine novel uses for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles with Media 
Innovation Studio, UK and plan a global relay race in 2015

Digital Craft Participate in a hands-on workshop that brings together 
block printers from Rajasthan with laser cutters, conductive 
inks and media

Kanpur Innovation Lab Expand your cerebral horizons with renowned design thinker 
John Thackara on a collaborative project on restoring 
livelihoods by design. Supported by British Council

Antariksha Sanchar Get your hands dirty with a workshop on the unique 
challenges of trans-media and gaming for cultural 
transmission and science !ction

Scaling Up Impact Map the skills and ambitions of all participants of the festival, 
creating a snapshot of the incredible collaboration 
opportunities at UnBox with Forum for the Future

Mangala For All Super"ux shows us the way to Mars with an exploration of 
Indian Spacecraft, the Mars Orbiter Mission and what it 
means for us all. Supported by British Council

The Internet of Things 
Academy for India

Are you interested in harnessing the power of the Internet of 
Things for good? Get involved in the Internet of Things 
Academy and explore its potential in India and beyond. With 
the Forum for the Future and Super"ux

HyperLocal Type Design for 
India

Get inspired by hyper-locality and co-create a new typeface 
that links creators, makers and artists over a spirit of nostalgia 
and chai

Connected High Street Recon!gure traditional ecosystems of retail with disruptive 
Internet of Things technology, along with Prof. Jon Rogers



Of Obsessions and Trips – The 
Conversation

Join CRIT as they take you through short narratives of 
Lamington Road in Bombay and weave a proposition to look 
at cities as bundles of interconnected trips

City as Biography Interactive arts organization, Invisible Flock presents a 
workshop that will introduce participants to the company's 
newly designed immersive software. This will be an 
opportunity to explore narrative and emotive geography 
using digital technology, with each participant aiming to 
create an accompanied guide to the streets, geo-locating 
their chosen narrative onto those locations. Supported by 
British Council

Set in Stone - Did You Say? A workshop to celebrate an ordinary construction material 
like concrete in extraordinary ways. Participants will roll up 
their sleeves and mould their own lifestyle decor objects. The 
workshop presents a chance to experience this material in its 
various forms, textures, surfaces and !nishes and explore the 
possibilities it presents. Supported by The Design Village

Firefox OS Hackathon A hackathon to collaboratively explore what will it take to 
elevate the radical Firefox OS and Mozilla phone into the 
lives and contexts of the millions at the Base of the Pyramid

MasterclassesMasterclasses

Social Innovation 
Masterclasses

Bring your social innovation challenges to these 
masterclasses that talk you through methods and processes 
to use as you work your way towards changing the world. 
Anchored by industry thought leaders and leading 
academics, and supported by the widely acclaimed DIY 
Toolkit

Off-SitesOff-Sites

Live Memory Project Pilot a toolkit to tell stories! Capture city stories for a shared 
memory map of the city for this UnBox LABS project

Re-Designing Food 
Distribution

A design intervention to understand in-depth the role and 
functioning of food distribution in India and development of 
a future-facing roadmap for the design of food Mandis in 
partnership with the UP Mandi Parishad



Storycity Intervene, map and invigorate the museums of Delhi by 
bringing your own personal narrative of the city – Field trips 
with the Kahani Designworks' Storycity project

3x4 at Khoj A cross cultural immersive installation that has the 
communities of Khirki and Southbank Centre share 
experiences, artworks and stories

Friends of Friends of Friends – 
The Walk

Leaning on friends and friends of friends, join CRIT Studio on 
a short joyful walk in Nehru Place talking to inhabitants, 
looking at the space and probably buying some gadgets

PanelsPanels

Handcrafted Digital Celebrate the spectrum of traditional and emerging crafts: 
from laser cut blocks for traditional printing, to 3D printing 
and digital jewellery

Sanitation 2.0 A critical view of the Indian sanitation zeitgeist taking a look 
at what it might actually take to scale up relevant impact in 
India manifold

Innovation in Governance A peek into the process of innovation in governance – what 
are the biggest stumbling blocks, where do lines get drawn 
between public accountability and risks associated with 
innovation, what is the government vocabulary for 
innovation, who gets included and who gets left out?

TalksTalks

The City as a Petri-Dish Partake in radical academic Neelkanth Chhaya’s vision for an 
alternate future for Indian cities that takes into account 
informal processes that have helped cities and communities 
thrive for decades

TodaysArt in India Tomorrow A delegation of the long-standing TodaysArt platform 
presents a preview program of TodaysArt Delhi 2015. 
Supported by Fonds Podiumkunsten

Studio MixerStudio Mixer



Studio Meta Battle Get your studio registered for an awesome studio meta 
battle exploring Indian design thinking with mixers, Show 
and Tell and Funbox!

FoodLABFoodLAB

Chullah Meal Homemakers from Chirag Dilli prepare the ultimate winter 
comfort food - Sarson Saag and Makki Roti - with clay stoves 
and !rewood

The North East Trail Flavours from a host of different North East Indian cuisines 
and a talk by Chef Joel Basumatari, NEFAS

ShowcasesShowcases

We, The Enemy Understand cinematic perspectives on digital information 
monitoring and global security curated by Europe’s oldest 
media arts festival - EMAF. Supported by Goethe Institut

Medicine Corner Explore street medicine practitioners of India with this public 
art project. Supported by the Wellcome Collection, UK

Media Magica Shadow 
Lounge

Immerse yourself in a surreal shadow lounge of Pre-Cinema 
created from the lifelong works of director Werner Nekes, 
Germany. Supported by Goethe Institut

ExhibitsExhibits

Digital Craft Reviving intricate archival blocks using newer materials and 
laser cutters: a pre-UnBox collaboration between block 
printing studio Rangotri, Sanganer and Prof.Justin Marshall, 
UK. Supported by AIACA

UnBox Labs: Future Cities Participate in the progress of multiple urban intervention 
projects seeded at the UnBox Labs held earlier this year at 
the National Institute of Design Ahmedabad. Supported by 
the Arts and Humanities Research Council, UK and British 
Council



Hive Learning Networks Join the growing constellation of global communities 
championing digital skills and web literacy through 
connected learning. Supported by Mozilla

Sound Pod Enter the sound pod to experience how noise levels change 
your perception of the city.

PerformancesPerformances

Crowd DJ Keep dancing or the sound will drop! Get hands on with 
Crowd DJ - an interactive dance project from Holland by DJ 
Tomlaan

Canto Ostinato Audio Visual Don’t miss this epic collaboration from Holland that brings 
together pioneers in classical Harp, electronic music and 
video art. Supported by Fonds Podiumkunsten


